
 easy installation

 economical

 certified peace of mind

The simplest surfacing option



NSW Warehousing
t. (02) 9756 2146
f. (02) 9756 2149
e. nswadmin@a1rubber.com

VIC Warehousing
t. 0408 607 888
e. vicadmin@a1rubber.com

QLD Manufacturing / Warehousing
t. (07) 3807 3666
f. (07) 3807 2344
e. sales@a1rubber.com
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For technical, safety or installation
information on this product,

including videos and more, visit:
www.a1rubber.com

Plātile is ideal for regional councils, schools and child care
where an installer friendly system is a necessity.

Color Options

1Glue 2Lay

Compacted or
Solid Sub-Base

15 or 20mm

Plātiles

System

Elastic Join

Shockpad
Base

Platile

Plātile system thicknesses are determined by the critical fall height rating needed in accordance 
with Australian Standards.

Plātiles are available 15mm or 20mm thick and are installed over the AeroShockpad base to meet 
any critical fall height requirements.

Product Specifications

red earth jade green deep blue grey sky

- The most cost effective and easy to install 
rubber safety surface on the market.

- Each Plātile is manufactured from upcycled 
Australian car and truck tyres, coloured with 
natural oxides and speckled with rainbow EPDM 
granules.

- Plātiles have been installed everywhere from 
domestic applications to childcare centres, 
schools and parks across Australia.

- Plātiles are made from polymerically bound 
recycled rubber and EPDM flecks.

- Damaged areas are easily fixed by simply 
replacing any sections.

- Ideal for hard to access locations where a 
pour-in-place solution is not possible.

- Plātile is a complete system, providing all 
necessary components to meet Australian 
safety requirements in any application.

- Plātiles have been designed with the 
novice installer in mind. Installation is fast 
and simple, with minimal tools involved.

Features Benefits


